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The food and beverage industry plays a vital role in our nation's food infrastructure. Manufacturers, processors,
distributors and warehouses are charged with mitigating typical employee and property security concerns with the added
responsibility of protecting food products throughout the entire supply chain.

Compare Protecting your business is our business. ADT is not only committed to protecting homes, but
businesses as well. We offer a range of business security systems , and also more comprehensive control and
safety features through business automation. These automation solutions include business alarm monitoring as
part of outside theft prevention and employee theft prevention. But even beyond what our standard business
alarm systems provide, they give you more control over your system, lights, thermostat and equipment.
Contact ADT to learn more about our security. If we already protect your business, you can download our
ADT manuals for more detail on your current system or any upgrades you are considering. We protect all
kinds of businesses. With so much on the line, you can trust that our on-call experts never take business safety
lightly and understand that each industry has its own set of requirements and risks. We have retail business
security , restaurant security systems , mechanical business automation , pharmacy security system options
and office security. You can also refer to our business security blogs for more information and materials about
how to reduce business false alarms while protecting your business. You can have even more safety at home
As a business owner, you have a lot on your plate. Protect your home as smartly as you would your business
with ADT home security. All of our wireless home security systems provide the basics: How much do you
know about our home security? Our home security systems are best known for monitoring against burglary
and fire, but we also offer CO monitoring and flood detection , which can help with storm preparedness thanks
to a water detection sensor. These include controls for lights, locks, live video, as well as remote temperature
control , all accessible from our app. We consider this commitment an ADT responsibility that goes into all of
our home security systems , but also goes beyond that to placing a high value on ADT sustainability as well.
Even a brief look at our ADT history tells you a great deal about ADT , and further demonstrates our
experience, expertise and values. These qualities are pervasive in our company. Keeping you safe is our
business. Protecting your business is our business.
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Home Safety & Security The Future of Food and Beverage Cargo Theftâ€”and Security The Future of Food and
Beverage Cargo Theftâ€”and Security As the threat of food and beverage cargo theft continues to rise, manufacturers
and distributors must react nowâ€”or face the consequences.

We take pride in serving you. Whether you own multiple frozen yogurt shops, a neighborhood bakery or a
full-service restaurant, you face unique challenges every day. We offer payment, eCommerce and security
solutions that help meet the specific needs of food service and restaurant owners. Accept credit and debit
cards: We provide your business with secure acceptance and processing of credit, debit and mobile wallet
payments. Choose from several Clover POS solutions that offer integrated software plans and apps that enable
you to pre-program menu items and prices for fast ordering and checkout. Automatically send food and
beverage orders to a kitchen printer when using the Clover Station or Clover Mini. Our POS solutions encrypt
and tokenize card data to minimize the impact of a data breach and give you peace of mind. Users of Clover
Station, Mini and Flex can leverage apps to create fun and effective loyalty programs that help keep customers
coming back. Choose from more than apps to help your business run more efficiently. Access funds as soon as
the next business day when you have a Bank of America Business Advantage account. Clover point-of-sale
solutions enable you to take orders, send them directly to the kitchen, securely accept all major payment types
and more. Clover Mobile and Clover Flex even allow you to take payments at the table or while customers are
in line. Recommended for food and beverage industry Clover Station3 for food service: Larger screen and
faster transactions Our most comprehensive point-of-sale solution, with a inch HD touchscreen and
state-of-the-art processor, helps streamline your food service business. Contact a Business Consultant Increase
efficiency with software and apps Solutions specific to the food and beverage industry can help you take
reservations, manage orders, reconcile tips, track employee hours, manage tabs and more. Create a fast and
secure login process New, integrated fingerprint reader makes login quick and easy. Streamline the checkout
process Link Clover Station to optional accessories, including cash drawer, scanner, customer-facing display,
scale and other Clover point-of-sale solutions to enhance the checkout experience. Keep accepting card
payments even when your internet is down. For counter service or quick-service restaurants, upgrade to new
receipt printer with customer-facing screen, or swivel the touchscreen for e-signatures and digital receipts.
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Food Quality & Safety (formerly Food Quality) is the established authority in delivering strategic and tactical approaches
necessary for quality assurance, safety, and security in the food and beverage industry.

By Colonel John T. Hoffman Information technology systems, referred to by many as cyber systems, have
become ubiquitous in nearly every component of our domestic and global food supply chains. While these
systems bring substantial efficiencies and economic benefit, they can also become an Achilles heel in complex
production systems and supply chains. Although strict food processing steps ranging from Hazard Analysis to
system monitoring has improved food safety, the cyber controls and tools that are vital components within
food processing systems may not be included in food safety system monitoring. These cyber-based
components are often surreptitious pathways to the most important intellectual property, financial assets or
process control systems, whether they are employed in production agriculture, transportation management,
financial systems or as industrial controls. The use of widely available nefarious software tools provides
crooks the ability to quickly and quietly break into almost any firm to disrupt the processes and operations or
steal valuable information or money. As pointed out by a former director of the Federal Bureau of
Investigation, there is little reason for crooks to rob banks in person these days. They can do it remotely, with
far less risk and make a lot more money! Very often, a cyber penetration is merely a precursor or gateway to
the actual crime. Such penetrations have led to ransomware attacks and have facilitated cargo theft via
fictitious pick-ups. While we all see the news and read about hackers and their cybercrimes, few think they
will be targeted by hackers. The truth is that it has probably already happened and many firms may not be
aware they have been compromised. In recent visits to a number of diverse food firms, I have seen a
disturbingly common situation where food processing control cyber systems are utterly unprotected. Owners
and operators may not even have systems in place to detect compromise even though data from a variety of
technology security event tracking firms confirm that the Retail and Food and Beverage sectors are more often
attacked than banking and financial firms! Some systems are based upon highly proprietary, custom software
code, while others are simply off the shelf technologies that are widely used. Even when newer, more
sophisticated operating systems are employed, few protections may be in place for manufacturing floor
industrial control systems. Worse, these control systems within a food manufacturing facility are often
networked into other company administrative, financial, and management operating systems. For example, it
is common to find the industrial controls networked with transportation management systems and purchasing
management systems. Those small Internet of Things items within a firm can be the very tools used by
hackers to attack or gain access to steal from or disrupt the operations of the firm. This lack of protection of
cyber-based components in food manufacturing environments is the result of many factors. These include the
very manner in which the systems evolved over time to exploit the advantages of information technologies and
how systems are integrated to improve efficiencies and reduce production cost. The bottom line approach to
their evolution is a double-edged sword. While these cyber technologies provide direct financial benefit to the
firm, they also create great risk especially when there is little to no awareness when something adverse.
Adding to the perception of low risk is that the U. It is understandable then that a lack of appreciation of these
control system risks exists at the board room level. This lack of concern is also rooted in how these systems
evolved within the sector, their phased adoption and often inadequately planned growth or expansion within
food production facilities. One also must consider that historically there has been little reporting and
awareness of actual cyber events within the food and beverage industry. The reluctance to share adverse
experiences has also led to complacency. Observe the level of financial and technology investment in door
lock systems, perimeter detection systems, area surveillance systems and compartmented access control for a
modern food processing plant. However, the owners and operators of these same facilities often do not invest
in network intrusion detection systems or multi-layered network defense at the most basic levels. For example,
consider the situation that involved the Target Corporation just a few years ago. The operating assumption
within the firm was that their systems were not at risk because they were not aware that anyone had penetrated
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them. They allowed vendors to directly exchange information with internal technology systems without
investing time or resources to monitor those linkages. Some customers lost substantial amounts as a result.
The senior company leadership team, including the CEO, was terminated. This was not, and is not, a unique
situation. There are so many points where these integrated cyber networks face or connect with the Internet
that crooks have multiple pathways into and across the systems. While it may be difficult to convince senior
management and a board of directors to invest in an area for which there is little awareness of risk, the risk is
substantial and often not lost on underwriters or investors. Indeed, many underwriters are finding lax controls
within firms for their IT systems and employee cyber practices. Not a lot of reliable data exists about incidents
and where future potential attacks might be, or of what size. Notwithstanding the reluctance to report, data
from firms suggest the incidence of events is frequent and growing. Cyber system protections are increasing in
the financial, insurance, and regulatory sectors, but food sector clients, in which there are substantial
investment in terms of money, accountability and rules compliance, have not been required to implement
similar standards. If the production supervisor can simply link in from home via an open internet connection,
so can anyone. Without using a secure VPN that requires two-factor authentication and a modestly complex
password, the system is vulnerable. It is then not a question of if, but one of when a system will be
compromised. In the food safety world, a risk assessed on whenâ€”meaning it will happen at some pointâ€”is
the standard. Why is this not the case within the cyber component of food production systems? As pointed out
above, most of food and beverage firms have fully integrated network systems. The integration creates huge
risk for the firm and its investors, underwriters and customers. The computer services industry used this
convenience as a selling point for the networks they sought to install. Unfortunately, the risk of cybercrime
can negate much of that convenience. Even on the plant floor, production components, safety and quality
assurance-quality control components, cleaning and sanitization, and packing components should all be
compartmentalized. Yet, most often these production networks fully linked and are directly tied to human
resources, financial, administrative, and communications networks within the firm. The firm must use strictly
enforced access protocols, require air-gaps between network components, secure all network access ports and
implement high security, user-access procedures. Certainly, a small measure of convenience will be sacrificed,
but safety and security of the firm will be substantially improved. It must be recognized that all cyberattacks
cannot be stopped. When one risk area is fixed, a new one often surfaces because systems are always evolving
and technology is constantly improving. The holy grail of information technology and cyber systems security
for food companies is active intrusion detection monitoring. As a comparison, if fencing around a plant is
illuminated and under active surveillance, then criminals will not have the time needed to break into the plant.
The same holds true for networks. No matter how secure a network is setup or how one employs the latest
firewall technology and password protocols, hackers will find a way into the network if no one is actively
watching the access gateways. Detection failure has been the root cause of many recent high visibility cyber
events including the Target breach and a separate federal breach where millions of government employee
records were stolen. Intrusion detection is not expensive, complicated or labor intensive. It requires relatively
small additional investment. It does require prioritization, focus, discipline and adherence to the same
standards by all network users. Further, these systems can provide immediate forensic information to aid in
both improving network security and identifying the source and nature of the unauthorized penetration.
Employee training, discipline, up-to-date systems, segregated networks and layered defense are vital. The
addition of an active intrusion detection system improves protection by providing early detection and warning
of attempted breaches and providing a means to monitor network protocol compliance to aid in identifying
training needs for staff. If we think in terms of HACCP concepts to assure food safety, the leap to applying
similar concepts to securing our cyber-based process control systems across our facilities is not a large. Under
HACCP and the new FDA Preventive Controls rules, food sector owners and operators conduct system risk
assessment, develop and implement risk mitigation for critical components, and then monitor and test the
system for function and potential failures. While it took many years to prove the value of the HACCP
approach and even longer for wide adoption by both regulators and operators, it has become the standard that
even the new Preventive Controls rules are founded upon. Developing a framework for reducing risk to cyber
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systems of all types is precisely this same process. Cyber risks must be considered, within the food and
beverage sector, as presenting the same risks to the firm and the consumer as any food safety risk. A system
failure, or worse a system penetration, resulting in intentional harm to consumers would be catastrophic to
both the company and its investors. While cyber system event mitigation has not yet become a priority for
regulators, in time it most certainly will. Who will be the next victim of a high consequence cyberattack?
What will be the impact on their customers and consumers? What would such an event mean for the company
brand? And what can I do to prevent it?
4: Food & Beverage - Market-specific Solutions - USA
Food And Beverage Industry-leading food defense and food safety solutions Tyco Integrated Security works closely with
food and beverage companies, government agencies and other food supply security sources to continuously improve
food defense plans, programs and strategies for the food and beverage industry.

5: Food and Beverage Payment Solutions | Bank of America Merchant Services
Food and Beverage Industry Cyber Security Risk Management: Does a HACCP-Based Food Safety Culture Provide
Solutions? By Colonel John T. Hoffman. Information technology systems, referred to by many as cyber systems, have
become ubiquitous in nearly every component of our domestic and global food supply chains.

6: Food & beverage industry - AUVESY
Why Cybersecurity Matters in Food & Beverage? eMail Tweet May , the world faced one of the most serious
cyber-attacks. The Ransomware Wannacry put at risk , companies spread over countries.

7: Food & Beverage - ISS World - United States
Food & Beverage Security Solutions to Meet Your Needs While food safety programs are vital to public health, ancillary
food defense programs are critical to protect the nation's supply chain by guarding against deliberate contamination and
ensuring a safe work environment for your employees and visitors.

8: Listings in Food/Beverage and Security System | Palm Beach Discounts
HOTEL SECURITY: FOOD AND BEVERAGE FRAUD AND LOSS PREVENTION Peter Goldmann, President,
White-Collar Crime , LLC Industry experts estimate that up to five cents of every dollar of revenue in a restaurant.

9: Why Cybersecurity Matters in Food & Beverage? - Schneider Electric Blog
The latest security tools can give you a valuable look into your business. Learn ways to leverage security resources as
part of your company's overall business strategy, and use the insights to help you run a safer and smarter business.
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